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THE ASTONISHING ENERGY OE FORM EXPLAINED
CAMERON CONES

The Cameron Cones are a «
momentous discovery since they 
have the unique faculty of *
accumulating a stränge new force *
or wavelength of energy from the *
ether, these emanations being *
similar to the auric energy *
surrounding the human body and *
closely related to the 
extraordinary force attached to 
the Great Pyramid of Gizeh and h 
its replicas. I believe this force is h 
associated with the rays of h

energy reflected from 
Underground water. These rays 
and forces can Supplement or * 
amplify — in some cases *
counteract each other. x

£Zj
The Cameron Cones are the *

result of many years of *
laboratory and in-the-field 
experimentation in quest of the 
origin and nature of rays similar «
to those of light which emanate h 
or reflect from Underground ea
streams of water. g

The energy I (Verne Cameron) 
have found in a series of tests *
comes in from outer space, xg_ZJ 
probably saturating the ether x
which penetrates everything *
around us. This mysterious *

C*3
Jump to Page 3t Cott 1 & 2

Vve know the Pyramidal structure contains both inside and out the 
apparently self-generating "energy of form". Through sophisticated 
Dowsing techniques it is easy to measure these invisible waves: 
furthermore, by adding to, or altering the original structure, new 
emanations occur; for example:

The energy Output is greatly enhanced by covering the open base 
of the pyramid replica. The addition of a metal maypole emerging 
from the base — up through the pyramid's center some few inches 
above the apex — or one mounted on a small platform atop, creates a 
change in the measurable waves at hand.

The addition of various types and sizes of capstones presents 
different dowsing reactions. Some experimenters have introduced the 
use of copper bands, wires, screens, and other metallic substances
with striking results.

In future articles, we'll go into 
some detail covering the 
above-mentioned phenomena, 
also the results of stacking, 
cone-pyramid cyclatrons, and 
other tests conducted by Mr. 
Cameron over the past 
twenty-five years.

We find certain emanations 
issuing from globes, blessed 
water, religious objects, 
signatures, and other objectsand 
substances tested, though they 
may be of different or similar 
origin. These waves from forms 
present a vast field for 
experimentation as will be shown 
also by Cameron's tests with 
carbon magnets, the ray-gun, and
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PRESERVING
FERI SH ABLES

About nine years ago 
university biologists claimed the 
mummified skin-cells of the 
ancient Egyptian Princess 
"Mene" were capable of life, 
even though she had been dead 
for thousands of years!

Colonel Richard 
Howard-Vyse, nearly a Century 
and a half ago, while exploring 
the Great Pyramid of Gizeh, 
came across a peculiar black 
powder covering the floor of 
Davidson's Chamber above the 
King's Chamber. The substance 
proved to be the mummified 
skins, Shells, and exuviae of

Tu/in to Page 3t CoZ 3
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RA WORSHIP AND THE PERFECT 
PYRAMID

Religious veneration to Ra, the Sun 
God, Inspiration for building the great 
pyramids, had its origin about 7,000 
to 6,000 B.C. when it was brought to 
Egypt by invaders from Arabia. In 
competition with existing Totem 
worship, Ra grew more and more 
mystical until the reign of Osiris, 
about 5,000 B.C.

At that time a new rehgion, based 
on the worship of Osiris and his queen, 
Isis, was born and spread to most of 
the people. Reverence to Ra became 
relegated, then, to a seiect few of the 
more enlightened nobles until about 
3,000 B.C. when it experienced a 
renaissance during the reign of Zoser.

Zoser made Ra the compulsory 
worship for those in the Royal 
household, but its beüefs were never 
embraced by the superstitious masses. 
Nevertheless it is believed that its 
followers were responsible for the 
construction of the magnificent 
pyramids.

What tenets comprised Ra worship 
we may only imagine since great 
secrecy has always surrounded them. 
Texts plainly concerned with the 
mythoiogy of Osiris and Isis are 
plentiful, but whatever comes through 
about Ra does so in the form of 
parables and vagaries.

Differing emphasis in the two 
beiiefs is suggested by the contrast 
between their afteriife concepts with 
Osirians earthbound; with Ra 
worshippers soaring upward. This is 
dramatically illustrated by their 
obelisks as well as pyramidal 
structures.

The slanting sides of the pyramids, 
built as tombs for pharaohs and, or, 
their queens were supposed to provide 
a pathway for souls as they rose to the 
kingdom of Ra. And the slope could 
be explained, probably, by the fact 

that the priesthood believed fifty-one 
degrees to be the best angie upon 
which a soul can soar to that realm.

The famous Egyptologist, Flinders 
Petrie, made intricate mathematicai 
measurements of the Pyramid of Gizeh 
and was tremendousiy surprised at the 
exactitude he encountered. He is 
reported to have said such skill was 
employed that all the errors in length 
or angles in the pyramid could easily 
be covered by anyone's thumb. a

The. CoWbiwcitlQ Stoluj
VMne. L. Ca.mM.on’ i,

GREAT DISCOVERY
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answered the phone to hear an old 
Chiropractor, a neighbor, describing 
the erratic behaviour of three Helical 
coils mounted atop his treatment 
table. The huge spirals resembled 
king-sized watchsprings or the usual 
grids found on top of an ordinary 
electric stove.

"I don't understand it", said the 
old doctor, "the coils suddenly fail 
me. Usually they give off positive, 
beneficial rays..."

The aging chiropractor assured 
Cameron he'd had the equipment 
checked by a qualified electronic 
technician. "All circuits appear to be 
in order", he said, "there's no logical 
explanation. Do you think you can 
detect any malfunction with your 
dowsing instrument?"

"Why, yes! Yes, of course I can 
try", Cameron answered, catching the 
excitement of the challenge. And he 
was soon on his way to the 
chiropractor's office.

Upon Cameron's arrival the two 
men exchanged greetings, then went 
directly to the treatment table. There, 
in even formation with an 
approximate two-foot space separating 
each, lay three six-inch diameter spiral 
coils. An interconnecting wire between 
the girds ran down the side of the 

table into a polished one-foot-high 
metal cylinder on the floor. In turn, a 
second wire attached to the cylinder 
presumably ran to a nearby electric 
wall-plug outlet.
ConÄLnuwji In next dzAae. .. •

4 TH DIMENSION 
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by BM£ Cox.

DOWSING THOUGHT FORMS

Dowsing has a great future in the 
psychic world. Its application in 
touching and defining the invisible 
spheres is infinite. Thanks to Verne 
Cameron's open, imaginative mind, 
Dowsing is not bound to the ordinary 
detection of people, things and the 
more concrete substances common to 
our three-dimensional world.

With refined Divining techniques 
and sophisticated Dowsing devices we 
can outline energy forms of a higher 
nature with relative ease. Mr. Cameron 
has proved the power of human and 
astral thought takes on measurable 
form.

In a letter of May 6, 1969, Dr. 
Robert Fondiller, Adjunct Associate 
Professor of Columbia University, New 
York, States:

/ had heard that you had an 
instrument that wouid enable blind 
people to navigate without bumping 
into objects, and without a Seeing Eye 
dog. The instrument was your 
AURAMETER.

Your first act which created my 
faith in you, (which has never wavered 
since), was when / created a mental 
image of a pole running from the floor 
to the ceüing alongside my chair, in 
my unspoken Imagination only, and 
you came back into the room, and not 
only determined its location exactly 
and immediately — but your 
AURAMETER bent in touching my 
mental image as if it were touching a 
real, visible-to-all object.

Verne Cameron has duplicated this 
and similar feats on a number of 
occasions. A



Astonishing Cones ...
energy is attracted to the 
cone-form, gliding along its outer 
surface and then thrown off 
from its apex or vertex. The ray 
or beam, if not confined, travels 
from the cone in a gradually 
increasing colurnn to a great 
distance. In the case of a 
twenty-two inch aluminum cone, 
the beam projects out 
approximately one-half mile to 
where it comes to an abrupt end 
and the re measures nearly 
three-hundred feet in diameter, 

The beam behaves in the 
männer of an invisible searchlight 
striking a cloud. This energy 
resembles the characteristics of 
electricity, in fact is, a form of 
electricity. But it also follows 
many laws governing light. It 
seems, in some ways, to bridge 
the gap between the two. It 
therefore seems certain that it 
has an exceedingly short wave 
length.

I have determined that it lies 
between the upper end of the 
Cosmic ray spectrum embracing 
all the rays from the Alpha, 
(1,400,000,OOOth of a millimeter 
in wave length), and the 
Ultra-violet just below visible 
light. I'm fairly certain this 
energy operates in the gap of 
unknown rays just above X-ray, 
of which there are many 
variations. Alternating current, 
with a wave length of 
400,000,000 millimeters, for 
example, is found at the top of 
this ray spectrum.

When a twenty-two inch cone 
is hung on a wall or post, a ten 
inch diameter conical beam is 
projected out at the start. Since 
it seemed to be meeting 
resistance in the ether which 
pervades all space, I became 
convinced years ago that if I 
could confine this beam to 
prevent its flaring 
concentrating it into a high 
pressure beam — it might travel 

to a great distance.
After months of laboratory 

experimentatiön, I found this 
beam, because of its terrific 
voltage, could be conducted 
through any wire, large or small. 
And when the energy followed a 
wire in a right hand spiral, 
wrapped around a two-foot-long 
glass tube with a one-quarter 
inch wire spacing between 
windings, it induced an 
electro-magnetic type force in an 
iron pipe placed inside the glass 
tube. This simple ray-gun ejected 
a powerful beam many miles 
long from the tip or forward end 
of the tube; that is, if the wire 
from the cone were attached to 
the rear end of the spiral. But if 
the wire were wound 
anti-clockwise, the cone-ray 
reversed its direction and 
projected toward the handle or 
attached end of the tube. This 
showed a distinct polarity, direct 
current rather than an alternating 
current, a
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Energy of Form ... 
radio equipment.

L. Turenne, an engineer and 
radio expert, believed that 
pyramids and certain other forms 
act as cosmic resonators. T. M. 
Tucker, of Portland, Oregon, 
suggests the Cameron Cones 
radiate blackbody microwaves, 
and possibly galatic fireball 
radiation is involved.

Page 3
The energy of form behaves 

like light in some ways and has 
not been proven necessarily to be 
electric, magnetic, or 
electromagnetic in nature.

The Cone form, the geodesic 
dorne and nature's System of 
triangles support the ancient 
Egyptian's belief that in some 
way the triangle forms the basic 
structure of the universe. When 
we construct a miniature replica, 
it collects and accumulates this 
energy. Now, we must find new 
and useful applications for this 
seemingly self-perpetuating 
power. a

Preserving Perishables ...

ancient insects. How, or when 
they got there is beyond 
reasonable conjecture.

It appears evident the 
self-contained energy within the 
pyramids contributed 
substantially to the remarkable 
mummif ication techniques 
developed by the ancient 
Egyptians — methods 
unsurpassed even in modern 
times.

Dairy farms in Yugoslavia and 
Italy provide milk stored in 
py ramidal-shaped cartons. 
Reports are that this 
unrefrigerated milk stays fresh 
for prolonged periods of time.

A commercial enterprise in 
France preserves yogurt in 
specially designed Containers.

Monsieur Bovis, a Frenchman, 
working inside the Great 
Pyramid, found waste cans 
containing the mummified 
bodies of small animals 
apparently trapped inside at 
some time. A dehydrated corp.se 
of a dead cat showed no evidence 
of putrefication although Bovis 
noted there was sufficient 
humidity within the chambers to 
have caused natural decay.

The Frenchman's discovery 
led to further experimentatiön, 
and wooden replicas, later built 
in Europe, established the 
preserving quality of Pyramidal 
forms when placed over organic 
material, a

corp.se
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. FORMING YOUR REPLICA — Cut on lines 
here indicated. Discard panel "X” (left). 
iice on scored lines — so marked — into 

about 1/3 depth of material used. Then 
bfcnd down to form the pyramid and

Base

PANEL

(K

Bend down

(S),

S c r i b e a 
4-3/4" radius circle 
by placing your co 
pass point at Ape 
5" down from bt- 
5-1/2" in from r/ght side of 
14-1/2" x 8-X/2" cardboard, 

 

aluminum o/copper sheet.

2. LAYIN OUT THE PYRA
MID BA — Adjust compass to 
5" spar/ Place point at B and inter- 
sect c/rcle with line at C. Repeat 

 

proce/s from C to D, D to E and E to H. 
Now/draw lines B-C, C-D, D-E, & E to H 

 

as snown.

3. IDGE LINES — Scribe lines A-B, A-C, 
A-P, A-E, & AtoH.

4/ ADDING THE LAP - Lap L 3/8" wide 
ade by drawing lines l-K, & I to H, per diagram.
5. THE BOTTOM COVER - Project lines H-G & 
E to F perpendicular, anddine G to F parallel to line 
H-E respectively, with each of first three afore- 
mentioned lines 4-3/4" long. Now add lines S-T & T-R £PÄNEL X 
& Q to R to form 3/8" Laps P V & O.

3/8" Radius
Score here

(B)

7. \FINAL ASSEMBLY FOR USE - 
Glu only top of lap L and fasten 
und^redge of panel M. Don't glue 
laps V & O. They are 
formet by taping bent corners 
to c e box-like under- 
covering f your pyramid.

Cut 'S!

Bend

(T) '

S 1 
s i

' 3/8'» v

Lap ' f
1 s

t O ’ U
/ W

Lcwn
Cut 

|Cut 
i (Q)

PLEASE NOTE

TJ Cjl O

(G)'~ _

^SE COVER 

width 4
(U)

3/4" ■

Q ,a 
k a 
fl)

a,

'P
'n

,n> 
'n 
ia

T

T

H

0

0

I S D I AGRAM

T D R A W N

S C A L E

AAAA&&AAAAAAAAA

Score Jene

IF YOU’» RATHER PURCHASE 
A FINISHED FOIL-COVERE» 
CARDBOARD PYRAMID OF
ILAR SIZE-, POSTPAID n

SP.DD TO THE "PYRAMID 
ELSINOREi CA- HB3BD

SIM
SEN» 
GUIDE

CALIF. AD» SV. SALES TAX
Cut Here
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Et Cotüo PubttcattonA:

ThankA ion youJt lettex o& May 24th. I am AOM.y to heat about the. paAAtng of, Ma. Cameaon. I Mttt be pteaAed to 
hetp tn any May poAAtbte Mtth the Moak. I'm taytng to aettaei Atnce I Aettved the majoatty of Padto AtattonA tn 
thü aaea, they Mon’t tet me qutt. 1 headquaatea at KUNO wheae I'm Chtef Engtneex and emptoyee, and 1 am atAo 
the tandtoad. 1 Aotd the Atatton a few yeau back.

I’m paattcutaaty tnteaeAted tn youa Moak though I'm not too Mett vesiAed tn tt. I knoM about pAychtc thtngA; my 
Mtfe and 1 have a taage ttbaaay and keep up Mtth neu devetopmentA. Havtng been a aadto engtneea Atnce 1927, I 
have vatuabte and actuat aadto etectaontcA. I make Impedance meoAuaementA foa aadto AtattonA - matchtng anten- 
naeA, et.c., moAtty tuntng up neM A M and F M AtattonA.

Theae Ahoutd be Aome May to eonveat the pyaamtd ene/tgy oa othea geneaatou to magnettc cuaaentA, aetayA, and go 
faom theae to a baand new communtcatton Apectfum. I have a taage pyaamtd. I'm farntttax Mtth eveay etectaontc 
devtce evea uAed to tocate metat and have buttt many of them.

Put me doMn foa a AubAcatptton to the neMAtettea. and tet me knoM hoM mach the bookA aae.

I knoM Hugh Lynn Cayce and have had htm tn ouä. home many ttmcA and atAO EtAte SechatAt. Have tatked to them 
Atnce they Meae tn PuAAta; they aom the geneaatoaA. Vd ttke to have enough tnfonmatton ao I coutd tay maktng 
one out of vaatouA mateatatA, uac foa expeatmentA atong the ttne menttoned above.

Aa to the "ftea poMea" aadto, I can Aend you tnfoamatton on tt atong Mtth ctvccuttA Auttabte foa t/LanAmttteJi. 
1 Mttt uAe a Aetf-excited oActttatoa Mtth a tätige, ho>itzontat tank cott about 8' Aquaae on the Ooof. Stnce Me 
aae timtted to antennae tength and feedea, Me can get by thtA May Mtthout any feedeti oft antennae, uAtng the 
cott ttAetf foa. the aadtatoa. I can uac .tt venttcatty atthough tt Moutd be dtaecttonat. The modutaton beam 
doMnAtatu and modutattng the 12 vott Auppty.

I bought a AuaptuA toM-band aecetven. and Mtaed tt foa AC and put Amatt condenAou acaoAA ^oa tuntng to btitng 
it doMn to the KC to 190 KC band. Shoutd Moak about 50 - 60 mtteA. Haven’t tocated anyone to Moak Mtth me 
on tt yet. Vou have a ve/iy Afcong gaound-Mave at thoAe piequencteA Mhtch compenAateA ^on. the tack ofi a tong 
antennae ^oa that faaequency. I have tut equtpment ^o>t that frtequency, and I get maxtmum e^tctency out o^ tt. 
OJoutd be gtad to hecvt frtom you at any time.

Wtth ktndeAt aegaadA,
J.H. (Johnny} MaybeVvy
CoapuA Chid.Att, Tex.aA

Excerp+s from a tape-recorded interview, Jan. 1972, with Verne L.Cameron, (continued)

Q. You say cardboard cones produce practically no energy field. Will they operate if lined inside 
and out with aluminum foil?

A. Yes. Even if the foil only covers the outside surface. This covering, if brought up to the 
vertex, can then be joined with an electric connection and attached to the Ray-gun or other 
testing device.

Q. Do the cones and Pyramid replicas work with the Eeman and Seanor screens? —"0^

A. Yes. (more on that later)

Q. Does the cone or Pyramid beam follow any type conductor? V Ai

A. When attached to the apex (or tip) of either, I believe the energy will flow even through, or 
along, a wet string, though I haven't tried this experiment yet.

Q. Is "pyrconic energy" electric in nature, then?

A. I'm not sure it behaves like electro-magnetism. It is similar, also to the energy field detec- 
ted in the body aura.

Q. If the cone-rays are electrcmagnetic, can one find a Variation in energy Output by altering the 
metal alloys or material substances comprising the cone form?

A. In several tests, I've noticed a little hair-sized wire will carry as much energy as a large 
diametered wire. This seems to indicate the voltage is exceedingly high - perhaps just below 
X-ray in the electromagnetic scale.
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COMING IN ISSUE NUMBER 3--> gK
DIAGRAM AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING g
YOUR OWN CONE! g■I
WATCH FOR "PYRAMID GUIDE” ARTICLES g 
ON PSYCHOTRONIC GENERATORS-, CAMERON g 
CONE CYCLATRON-i RAY-GUN -, AND WORLD- g 
WIDE EXPERIMENTS-, TESTS-, AND REPORTS g 
ON "ENERGY OF FORM". g
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IN PICTURE ... DOWSING MENTOR, 
VERNE L. CAMERON, WITH WEIGHING 
DEVICE IN ONE HAND AND AURAMETER 
IN THE OTHER, MEASURING CONE 
"ENERGI OF FORM". ------------
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